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scientific-artistic literature \ The writing of * scientific-
artistic * literature in Russia is a high calling. Science is
necessary to the people, they say, and the people to science:
therefore a common language must be found for the two.
It was Maxim Gorki, the literary giant of the Revolution,
who gave this impetus to popular science. And there is
today a school of Soviet writers who specialise in the
blending of science and fiction, particularly for children.
Orlov writes engineering romances. Kostykov writes
books on scientific espionage, such as The Magic Lamp.
Nemtsov has written a novel about radio. There are
novels about the Arctic, complete with anemometers,
instruments for hydrographic survey and portable radio
stations. The hero measures magnetic fields in incon-
ceivable cold and makes chloride titrations of water from
under the ice floes. There are novels about bridges and
canals, chemists and doctors. The themes are not love
and war, but * man's constant struggle to wrest from
Nature her secrets '. * The drama of invention, scientific
research, and mathematical calculations * said one critic,1
8 is no less intense in its emotion than the drama of love and
jealousy as presented ... in Othello and Hamlet*
Jules Verne, Conan Doyle, and H, G. Wells are translated
in enormous editions. There is even a Section of Scientific
Imaginative Literature attached to the Praesidium of the
Union of Soviet Writers.
Popular scientific literature is not only imaginative'.
There are dozens of illustrated pamphlets on science by
eminent scientists. Academician Keller, for instance, has
written an illustrated pamphlet of thirty-eight pages o$
evolution, which sells for sixty kopeks and is printed in
editions of 200,000 copies* Stoletov's pamphlet on * Why
are Plants Green *, sells-at fifty kopeks, also in editions of
200,000. Leybson, who works in Pavlov's institute near
Leningrad, has written a delightful children's book on
early chemistry, which contains an account of the founding
1 Litemturnaya gazeta, 10.3,45.
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